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SHUTDOWN PROPOSAL
KILLED IN SENATE

by Dawn M. Short
News Editor

A Senate proposal that
would have shut down several student services paid for
by student activity fees has
been altered to the point that
the committee will simply
post flyers on those services.
The idea of the proposal
as the April 27 Roundtable
Coordinator' s Report read "is
to make students understand
what their Student Activity
Fees pay for. The theory is
that if shown what they are
paying for, they will become

more involved with decisions."
May 4 the floor was
open during Speak To The
Senate for students and club
members speak their mind
concerning the proposal.
Clubs represented at the
meeting included WMCC,
Students For Choice, Outdoor
Activities Unlimited, and
many more.
One of the concerns addressed was that the proposal
would not reach students
who come and go each day.
This was compared to the
voting outcome of 692 out

the 14,123 students at MCC.
Kathy Duncan, Vice
President
of
MCC
Borderline,and Vice Chairperson of Roundtable addressed another issue. She
said "I fail to see the logic in
penalizing students who are
already participatng in student government and are joining clubs and organizations."
"You are denying them
the ability to come together
on their scheduled meeting
date.", said Duncan.
Joshua Leone, who simply stated he was a concerned
student took liberty to circu-

late a petition against the "shut
down" proposal. He reported
that within four hours
appoximately 150 students
had signed the petition.
J.P. Phillips, operations
coordinater addressed the
work the proposal would take
to be implemented. Phillip's
called it a" legistical nightmare." He raised the question of who would prepare
for all the closings. Who
would move furniture and
shut of the video machines?
The proposal would
have closed video games, all
clubs and organizations, stu-

dent service desk, copiers,
CAB,
bookstore book
buyback. A sign would be
posted at each area stating
"Due to the lack of understanding about where your
activity fee goes, the Student
Senate has decided to close
many of the services that your
activity fee pays for on May
10, 1993."
Members of the clubs
and organizations are pleased
with the commitee' s decision,
but are still concerned that a
proposal to the original may
be slated for next year.

Child Care Center Graduates First Class
by Dan Bower
The Monroe Community
College
Child Care Center is celebrating
the graduation of
its first class of
children who began two years. For
their parents, the
center has been a
key player in the
balance of college
and parenting.
The center will be
graduating 24
children this June,
including 4-yearold
Ben
Lambiase, 3year-old Jessica
Sich and 6-yearold
Jade
Rampulla. Three MCC parents Dawn Lambiase, Heather
Adams and Lori Rampulla
will also graduate in June.
All three soon-to be MCC
graduates agree that without

the Child Care Center attend- weeks and 5 years and there progress and offer as much

ing college may not have been
possible. According to
Audrey Abbondanzieri, director of the Child Care Center, the center is operating at
full capacity, with 120 children between the ages of 8

Quote of the Week

"TheFutur
Ain't What
It Used
To Be"
—Yogi Berra

is a waiting list of about 125
children. "Quality education
for the children and parent
communication is important," says Abbondazieri.
"We try to keep the parents
informed of their child's

support as possible. " "The
teachers at the center are the
most caring people I know,"
says Adams, a visual communications major and
mother of 3-year-old Jessica
Sich. The center is also used

Child Care Center Graduates
The following are 1993
graduates that are the first to
have used the Child Care
Center all four semesters.
They would like to say
"Thank You" to the entire
staff of MCC Child Care Center for making their college
endevor a success; and for

giving their childen a loving,
nuturing, educating safe environment while Mom/Dad
were in school: Laura Hyde,
Billi-Lynn Holt, Annette
Williams, Ann Plumeri,
Heather Adams, Lisa Barrios,
Dawn Lambaise, Carol
Keller,
Susan
Mayl,

Marquette Mendes, Jennifer
Schiliro, Marleen Richard,
Michelle Redonnet, Beverly
Sutherland, Desiree Corrao,
Laurie Greenfield, Lori
Rampulla,
John
Himmelreich, Sue Mastin,
Julieanne Latone, Vannessa
Bellott and Dan Nelson

by the college's psychology
and physical education departments for behavior observation and practical application of teaching techniques.
Field work placement in
which a student intern is
trained and then placed with
a child care professional employed by the center affords
students interested in child
care the first hand experience
necessary when caring for
children.
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Students Emerge As Viable Election Force
After Long Period Of Political Dormancy
By Stuart Dawrs
(NSNS)Last
November's presidential
elections signaled a resurgence in student political involvement which hearkened
back to the protest movements of the 1960s. With organizations such as Rock the
Vote claiming as many as
500,000 new registered voters and presidential candidates appearing on MTV, the
voice of youth is back again
as a voice to be reckoned with.
Ultimately this newfound
participation appears to have
played a decisive role in the
final vote count. Exit polls
revealed that in the 18- to 30year old voter bracket, Bill
Clinton received 44 percent

of the vote, George Bush 33
percent and Ross Perot 23
percent.
"I think there was definitely the perception out there
that George Bush did not
handle the economy very
well, but the bottom line is
simply that we lost the youth
vote," said Tony Zagotta,
chairman of the College Republicans National Committee.
"With the world changing so much in the post coldwar era, I think there was, not
only among young people but
Americans in general, the
desire to see a strong articulation as to where the United
States was going and I don't

Right to Life
lecture held at
MCC
Chris Brownwell
Staff Editor
James Michael Valenti,
an attorney in a private practice in East Rochester, spoke
on the legal aspects, and the
historical jurisprudence leading up to Row v. Wade at a
lecture sponsored by MCC
Students for Life on Monday
April 5.
Citing two different
theories of constitutional law,
judicial restraint, and judicial
activism, Valenti gave a historical synopsis of the interpretation the Constitution. He
said judicial restraint is the
position held by Thomas
Jefferson, George Washington, and the rest of the founding fathers that there are absolutes in the Constitution and
the Supreme Court is to interpret only the constitutionality of laws.
Valenti stated the Supreme Court, using judicial
activism, had outstepped its
bounds by making laws instead of interpreting them,
like the founding fathers of
our nation had warned us
about.
An example Valenti
used was the Dred Scott case

where the Supreme Court
stated blacks were not citzens
within the meaning of the
Constitution.
Valenti reiterated many
times our nation was founded
on Scripture and Christian
ethics. He cited George
Washington's farewell address, and a speech by Ben
Franklin, which warned
America not to dismiss the
Christian principles from civil
government upon which our
society is based.
Not only did the Supreme Court ignore Christian
principles in Roe v. Wade,
according to Valenti, but, in
effect, the decision stated
there is no constitutional freedom of protection in the
womb.
Pro-abortion, as well as
pro-life, students attended the
lecture held during college
hour at Monroe Community
College.
James Michael Valenti
got his law degree from the
University of Akron. In addition, he also has degrees in
philosophy and psychology.
Valenti is also a member of
the board of directors of Rochester Right to Life.

think President Bush articulated that very well,"
Zagottacontinued. "That
caused a lot of uneasiness."
Now that the elections are
over, many students are viewing the technology used in
political campaigns as a way
that they can continue to affect change on the local and
national levels throughout the
year. Pronita Gupta, legislative director for theUnited
States Student Association,
recently outlined the methods used by the group's Students Are Voting Everywhere
campaign.
These methods include:
Letter Writing - Handwritten letters prove espe-

dally effective because form
letters are often merely
counted and set aside rather
than read.
Postcards - An excellent
strategy for generating a large
response in a short period of
time. Though the postcards
are considered a form letter,
the objective is to practically
flood an office with correspondence. E-mail- A faster
version of the letterwriting
campaign, a congressional
office's fax machine can be
literally jammed with personalized letters. Lobby visits In-district and national lobby
visits can be an effective addition to letterwriting campaigns in that they allow for

response from the Congressional office. Rallies - For
organized campaigns, rallies
help to provide crucial media
attention. Accountability sessions - The "townmeeting"
became a popular tool for
presidential candidates during the last election. They
remain an effective way of
educating representatives as
to the wishes of their
constituents.
For more information on
grassroots and ledslative
strategies as well as important federal student issues,
contact the United States Student Association at (202)347USSA.

College Board of Trustees
approves promotions
From Associate Pro- Computer Related Curricula
Joseph J. McCauley
fessor to Professor:
Barbara E. Kirk - - Business Administration
Nursing
Susan L. Murphy Judith G. Bulin Christopher Sardone - Business Administration
Business Adminstration
Business Adminstration
Ann
Pinak
Carmen D. Bush Gary Thompson - Penwarden - Library
Transitional Studies
Criminal Justice
Craig M. Rand Harold
E.
Physical Education
Featherman - Geosciences
From Instructor to
Mitchell Redlo Anthony E. Joseph - Assistant Professor:
Business Administration
Health Related Professions
Michael R. Ruff Ansaruddin Ahmed - Business Adminstration
From
Assistant Sociology/ Anthropology
Raymond C. Shea Profesor to Associate ProAngel E. Andreu - Business Administration
fessor:
Mathematics
All promotions are efDouglas Brooks - En- fective September 1, 1993.
Patricia M. Burgess glish
- Mathematics
Elizabeth DiPane George B. Fazeka - Communication

WANTED!!
P H O T O G R A P H E R S

The Monroe Doctrine needs talented people to work as staff
photographers. Interested parties please stop in at the M D
Office 3 -104 any day between 5pm and 6pm or
M-W-F college hour. Ask to speak with Eric Bradshaw.

CAMPUS NEWS

The

BLOTTER
Thursday, April 28

MCC Summer
Courses Offered In
Webster and Greece

Child's Play At
MCC

Monroe Community
College will be offering
courses at Webster and
Greece this summer.
There will be three,
six-week classes, July 12 to
August 19, at Webster Jr.
High School. The courses
all held 6-9:15 p.m. are:
College Composition
(Monday and Wednesday),
Business Law I (Tuesday
and Thursday), Introductory
Psychology (Tuesday and
Thursday). The cost for
each class is $246.
Three will be four, sixweek courses, July 12 to
August 18, at Greece
Apollo Middle School. The
courses offered are College
Composition, Introductory
Psychology, Introductory
Sociology and
Interpemsonal Speech
Communication. All
classed will be held Monday and Wednesday, 6-9:15
p.m. the cost for each is
$246.

April is the "Month
of the Young Child" and
Monroe Community
College's Child Care
Center staff will be celebrating by turning th e
tables.
Audrey
Abbondanziere, director of
the center said "Our goal is
to teach parents interactive
and educational things they
can do with their children,"
Wednesday, April 28,
from 10 a.m. - 2p.m. the
children care educators are
conducting an Arts Fair.
The event is free and open
to the public.

trying to get to class.
"RIDE$SHARE will
free commuters from
always being "in the
driver's seat" and reduce
the number of vehicles
trafficking the area.", said a
release from MCC's public
relations department.
RIDE$SHARE is a
free public service provided
by GTC. Applicants must
submit their home address
and destinations, commuting times and preferences
about driving or being
driven. They will be
matched by computer with
compatible carpooling
partners. Final arrangements are made between
Congestion On
Brighton-Henrietta Road
the partners.
For those interested
MCC and Genesse
information is available on
Transportation Council
RIDE$SHARE at the
(GTC) have joined local
Public Safety Office in
businesses to try to curb the
Building 7, and the Information Desk in Building 1,
congestion on Brghtionand the Student Center
Henrietta area roads. This
congestion has caused
Service Desk in Building
problems for MCC students
3.

OFFICE OF

AND"

FILACEMIENT
Mav
fHh- Nazareth College
Medaille College, Buffalo
5th- St. John Fisher

Urban League & MCC Job Fair
Mav 5th- 11a.m. - 2p.m.
Damon City Center Atrium
5th Floor
35 Companies Hiring
• Permanent • Part-time
• Summer
Bring Your Resume

WANTED:
People to work on
the Monroe Doctrine

Stop down at
room 3-104
STUCIENT Job

OppoRTUNiTy
MCC
BmqkroN
CAM pus

INJURY
10:08 a.m. -An employee cut finger on bookend while working in 9222.
11:25 a.m.-A student
incurred right shoulder
seperation in PEJ class and
was subsequently transported to Rochester General
by ambulance.
12:24 p.m.-A student
experienced emotional
difficulty and subsequently
transported to Strong
Hospital to confer with her
therapist/psychiatrist.

Report

struck on her nose by a
baseball when playing on
MCC baseball team team
off campus. Victim reported
same to Health Services.
FilELD INFORMATION
11:27 a.m. -Parent
looking for student who
did not return home yesterday.
11:49 a.m. -Unknown
person(s) removed frou
tires with rims from vehicle
at Auto Tech Center.
UNAUTHORIZED
USE
1:14 p.m. -Unknown
person(s) did unplug computer in 3-104.

Friday April 29
Ninety-eight tickets
were issued in violation of
the Monroe County Parking
Tuesday May 4
ILLNESS
10:37 a.m. -Victim
was found on the floor of
the ladies room 10-149B
suffering from severe
stomach pain. Transported
to Genesee Hospital by
Brighton Ambulance.
INJURY
11:20 a.m.-Faculty
member broke left wrist/
hand when she fell on stairs
at Park Ridge Hospital.
12:31 p.m. -Student
injured finger while playing
catch with a football.
1:39 p.m. -Victim was

GRAND LARCENY
4TH
4:27 p.m. -Student lost
change purse at unknown
location. Contents included
VISA credit card.
LOST COLLEGE
PROPERTY/KEYS
6:06 p.m. -A MCC
student lost four college
keys. Upon investigating,
Reported owner located the
keys.
PETIT LARCENY
7:27 p.m. -Unknown
person(s) removed a student
unattended book from a
classroom.
One hundred sixty
citations were issued for
violation of Monroe County
Parking Program.

MCC Bookstore Special
1

graduation Announcements

THE

BOOI<STORE

HAS opENiNqs
foR STudENT
WORI<ERS.

AppliCATiONS

ftvaiCabU at the
bookstore ^igivl
$.75each or 5 for $3.75
Qraduation is June 3,1993

ARE DEilNq

12th- Roberts Weslyen College

ACCEpTEd AT
TIHE

WATCH THIS SPOT FOR UP-COMING EVENTS,
WORKSHOPS ANE) JIO1B IFAIIRS

BooksTORE
NOW.

7:00p.m.
Rochester "War Memorial
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NEWS FROM Federal Service Bill Introduced
Community Work Endorsed And Criticized As
CAMPUS AMERICA
Method Of Paying Back Student Loans
By Stuart Dawrs

From the National
Student News Service

Southern Utah Students
Petition Against Gays
0 (NSNS) - A group of
students at Southern Utah
University are circulating
petitions to block funding
x>r a proposed campuswide
gay, lesbian and bisexual organization. The anti-gay student organizers have petitioned area businesses to
stop supporting the university if the fledgling homosexual organization is recognized and funded by student fees. Southern Utah
officials, however, said that
they are not intimidated and
will not interfere with the
formation of such a student
group.
Law Group Proposes
Corporate Death
Penalty
Q (NSNS) - A group of
law students at the State University of New York at Buffalo have proposed a "death
penalty" for corporations
committing wrongful acts
such as polluting or manufacturing dangerous products. Members of Law Students for Corporate Accountability have proposed
a criminal code for such
"capital crimes" as emitting
toxic waste into the environment or producing products that are potentially
deadly.-Those companies
found guilty of such crimes
would be punished by charter revocation or asset seizure. Corporate critics of the
proposal say that such a legal code would unfairly penalize innocent workers and
shareholders.
Buckeyes Want Plug
Pulled On Elvira
Machine
Q (NSNS) - Feminists at
Ohio State University have
called for the removal of
several "Elvira" pinball machines from dormitories because they consider the

(NSNS) President
Clinton is expected to introduce his proposed national service corps legislation today—a plan that
has met with mixed reactions from students and
games to be sexually offen- educators nationwide. Citsive. The "Elvira" machine ing World War II's GI Bill
is based on the late-night and President Kennedy's
horror movie hostess also founding of the Peace
known as the "Mistress of Corps, Clinton has framed
the Dark," whose voice his new plan as the next
makes a number of sugges- logical step toward fundtive remarks while pinball ing higher education while
games are underway. "I promoting a sense of comthink it is counterproductive munity. By allowing stuto put a game like that in an dents to repay government
institution that spends so loans through a commitmuch time promoting equal- ment to a period of comity of the sexes," said junior munity service, the White
Holly Giblin.
House hopes to inject
needed life into the ailing
Hunger Strikers Demand Pell Grant system. HowRelease Of Refugees
ever, critics contend that
(NSNS) - Hundreds of
the projected 1997 proCalifornia students are par- gram enrollment of
ticipating in hunger strikes 100,000 is too small a fracthis month to protest the U.S. tion of the nation's 14 milGovernment's detainment lion college students to jusof 199 Haitian refugees at tify a multi-billion-dollar
the federal navy base in program at a time when
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba budgets are becoming inMore than 150 students and creasingly strapped. Comseven faculty members at pounding the issue is the
the University of Califor- fact that the President's
nia-Berkeley fasted for a economic stimulus packweek, prompting similar ef- age recently fell victim to a
forts from some 200 students Republican filibuster in the
at San Francisco State and Senate. That package had
Stanford universities. Stu- included $2-billion to help
dents at the University of
California-Santa Cruz
planned to participate in the
strike this week.

Student Charged With
Murder Of Professor
Q (NSNS)-A student has
been charged with the murder of a communications
professor at Central Missouri State University this
month. David L. Eshelman
was found shot to death in
his driveway, and two men
have been arrested anc
charged with first degree
murder for the shooting. One
of the defendants, Donald J
Ory, is a senior at the university and was a past stu
dent of Eshelman's classes
Both defendants have en
tered not-guilty pleas and
each is being held on
$500,000 bail.

offset the already massive
Pell Grant deficit. Although the community
service concept has been
criticized as too little too
late, many view it as a first
step in the right direction.
"When Clinton spoke on
the U.N.M. campus, the
crowd definitely seemed
to think it was a good idea.
Besides the more pragmatic fact that it will give
students a rounding they
would never receive if they
were simply to go into, say,
business," said Lauri
Sagle, a graduate student
in American Studies at the
University of New Mexico.
"I think that if we are trying to
create a larger consciousness of what it's like
to be globally connected,
it's a good and important
idea for students to find
out what it means to be
part of society."
Students majoring in
professional and technical
areas have worried that the
plan might force them to
work in fields for which
they have no training or
inclination, but administration officials have said
the plan will allow for
some flexibility. "We're
not going to lay out a program where we dictate
where (students) are going," said Ethan Zindler, a
White House spokesper-

son White House officials
have asserted that the only
alternative for reducing
the Pell Grant deficit is to
drastically cut the amount
of grants that students now
receive. According to a recent study by educational
analyst Thomas G.
Mortenson, such cuts will
hurt especially at a time
when the $2,300 maximum
Pell Grant only covers 35
percent of typical institutional charges. In 1979-80,
the maximum award for
similarlysituated students
paid for 77 percent of those
charges. Many students
see the filibuster as not
only signaling hard times
ahead for the President's
national service proposal,
but also as the beginning
of the end for the spirit of
cooperation which seemed
to exist in the first weeks of
the new administration.
"Very few people I know
get out of college and actually have a job waiting for
them these days so I think
it (the national service
plan) is a good idea, but I
just don't know how well
it will go over," said Mary
Roney, a biology major at
the University of Hawaii.
"I did think before the filibuster that there was a
chance of everyone working together, of both parties working together, but
since then—I don't know."

Racism Alleged In Alabama Student Elections
(NSNS) - University of
Alabama junior Minda Riley
reportedly has suffered from
verbal threats, burned crosses
and violent attacks in the wake
of her announcement to run
for student body president, a
position dominated by white
fraternity members for most
of this century.
"You get emotionally
ostracized," Riley told CNN
recently. "I've been beaten
up, I' ve gotten death threats."
Riley and other students have
complained to school officials

about alleged harassment
from members of a secret
campus organization known
simply as The Machine,
which is said to be comprised
of all-white fraternity members. The underground group
has dominated campus politics for more than 70 years.
Now students and administrators are chargingthat members of The Machine have
used intimidation tactics to
discourage women and minorities from campaigning in
student elections. Due to the

disclosure, university officials have postponed the election so as to devise a more
representative system that can
diffuse The Machine's hold
on power.
"As a minority and as a
non-Greek, I don't feel I have
a fair chance of getting involved with the student government association," student
Karen Thompson told the
Atlanta Journal and Constitution recently. "One group
has ruled this school long
enough, and I'm glad it's going to end."
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%PRESS RELEASE I
STUDENTS:
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO IMPROVE STUDENT LIFE!
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR
POSITIONS ON THE NEW PRESIDENTIAL CABINET:
CAB Coordinator; Finance Coordinator; Promotions Coordinator;
Elections Coordinator; Roundtable Coordinator; Physical Activities Coordinator;
Student Services Coordinator; Affirmative Action Coordinator.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Cabinet members must maintain a cumulative point average of 2.0* and at least 3* credit hours,
at the time of application and throughout term of office.
(*CAB Coordinator and Roundtable Coordinator must maintain a c.p.a. of 2.25 and at least 6 credit hours.)
TERM OF OFFICE:
Fall Semester 1993 through Spring Semester 1994.
APPLICATIONS & INFORMATION:
Student Senate Office, 3-119.
DEADLINE:
May 28, 1993,4 p.m.

NEED CASH? NEED BOOKS?
FACULTY

The Book Stop Bulletin Board is now available outside the Student Senate Office,
across from Library stairs, to assist students in their textbook pursuit.
Pick up these forms from Senate Office and return them for posting.

ADVISOR
needed for
Student
Government
beginning
Fall "93.

TITLE

EDITION.

COURSE(S)
NAME

PHONE

For more information
please contact

$

Joel Zarr,
Director of Student
Center; or Doug Brown,
Associate Director of
Student Center.

Press Release is for the Student Association Government to share information on its actions, issues and
concerns affecting students. The views expressed are not necessarily those of the Monroe Doctrine or its staff.
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WHAT CAUSES
AND CURES
HEADACHES
Continued from last week...

Pugc 6

Eating disorders affect millions
Although eating disorders like bulimia and
anorexia caught our
attention in the '80s,
their prevalence is still
too high, still claiming
lives.
By Amy Reynolds
Generation X Press

Tension Headaches
"Most of the population is
susceptible to tension headaches," Vijayan says.
Tension headaches are
almost always the result of an
external force — usually stress,
depression or anxiety.
Vijayan suggests that
frequent tension headache sufferers should look into behavior
modification to help find the
source of the emotion causing the
headache, then learn to control
that emotion or source of stress.
Over-the-counter medication can help alleviate the pain of
tension headaches as well.
Overall, Vijayan says the
best cure for any headache is
leading a healthy life, complete
with a balanced diet and regular
exercise and sleep.
Generally speaking, a
headache isn't a sign of a more
serious illness unless it persists.
Vijayan says most people
do not need to visit a doctor if
they have a headache, but if the
pain continues and other problems such as blurred vision,
slurred speech and/or numbness
in any part of the body occur, the
headache may be a sign of a
more significant problem.
Sometimes, headaches
can be a side-effect of deteriorating eyesight or a dental problem,
he says.
In terms of medication for
a headache, over-the-counter
painkillers generally use aspirin,
acetaminophen or ibuprofen as
the active ingredient
Ibuprofen also has the
capability of upsetting the stomach, but is less likely to do so
than aspirin.

May 11, \W}

(GXP) Self starvation. Binge
eating followed by purging.
Compulsive eating. Compulsive
exercise.
The stories are amazing
but true.
One woman, exhibiting
signs of compulsive exercising,
performed situps in the back seat
of a car during the entire length
of a five hour car trip.
Another, suffering a
broken leg, still tried to constantly run in place.
A 15-year-old girl
downed 10 bottles of syrup of
ipecac, a medicine that causes a
person to vomit, and died soon
after.
At the University of
Florida a few weeks ago, 21year-old cheerleader Jennifer
Hines died in her sleep. Although the medical examiners'
report has yet to be filed, authorities in Gainesville believe Hines
died from a complication relating
Cluster Headaches
Cluster headaches are
best described as headaches that
cause excruciating pain over one
eye. These headaches can occur
as frequently as once a day or as
rarely as once every few years.
Vijayan says men are
more prone to suffer from cluster
headaches, which he believes
occur as a result of the constriction of a major blood vessel
travelling to the brain.
Some side effects of
cluster headaches, in addition to
the pain, are congestion and
watery eyes.
Treatment of cluster
headaches is similar to that of the
migraine — Vijayan says regular
exercise, diet and sleep patterns
help reduce the chances of
getting a cluster headache and
that over-the-counter medications
will help stop the pain if you
already have a cluster headache.
Studies have shown that
aspirin can help lower a person's
risk of heart attack, but it is also
hard on the stomach.

to bulimia.
Family and friends say
she suffered from the eating
disorder for years.
Currently, an estimated
seven million women and one
million men suffer from an
eating disorder in the United
States alone.
"In this country, eating

study?
No one knows.
Experts say, however,
that the field is beginning to
receive more and more attention.
What is known, which
researchers and people like Athas
caution, is based on estimates
because of the difficulty detecting eating disorders.

©1993, James Martinez, The New Mexico Daily Lobo

disorders are still where alcoholism was 40 years ago," says
Christopher Athas, vice president
of the National Association of
Anorexia Nervosa and Associate
Disorders in Highland Park, 111.
AN AD, founded in 1976,
is the first national organization
that dedicated itself to helping
fight against eating disorders.
ANAD offers free counseling and information about
eating disorders as well as provides information about national
support groups and listings of
therapists and hospitals that treat
eating disorders. The group also
promotes research about eating
disorders.
"The illness strikes every
level of our society, from age
five to 70, from the rich to the
dirt poor, from intelligent people
to people who aren't very
bright," Athas says.
If so many people are
afflicted with some type of eating
disorder, why has it only received limited attention and
Acetaminophen is the
painkiller used in products like
Tylenol. It is easier on the
stomach, but it lacks the antiinflammatory effect of aspirin
and ibuprofen.
All three over-the-counter
painkillers are equally effective
in treating common headaches.

Several different organizations have put forth the following statistics:
• According to the
National Institute for Mental
Health, about one percent of
adolescent girls develop anorexia
nervosa, about two to three
percent develop bulimia and an
estimated one in 10 cases leads to
death most commonly by starvation or heart attack.
• According to ANAD,
an estimated eight million people
suffer from an eaung disorder.
An estimated six percent of the
serious cases will die.
• ANAD also estimates
that 10 percent of college women
suffer from an eating disorder
and 11 percent of all high school
students suffer from an eating
disorder.
"An eating disorder is
very liable to get a college
freshman because of all of the
life transformations going on,"

Page 7
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Caffeine: Before you drink that 10th cup of coffee,
learn a few facts about the world's most widely used drug
By Amy Reynolds
Generation X Press
(GXP) Finals are rapidly approaching. That means mainlining caffeine to most students,
whether in the form of coffee,
soda, tea or in over-the-counter
pills like No Doz.
But what does the most
widely used drug in the world
really do to your body?
Caffeine is a stimulan*,
but more specifically, it fits into
a class of stimulants called
xanthines.
Of all the xanthines,
caffeine has the greatest stimulant effect on the central nervous
system, while it has the least
effect on the cardiovascular
system.
Basically, caffeine blocks
the brain's receptors of a chemical called adenosine, which is
responsible for behavioral sedation. Scientists say that by
blocking adenosine, caffeine
inhibits the chemical's sedation

velop both a tolerance to the drug
as well as addiction.
Caffeine is absorbed
When a person has
rapidly by the body, reaching its
developed tolerance to caffeine it
peak level within 30 minutes of
takes larger doses to produce an
ingestion. Usually, the effects of
effect. But, people with tolercaffeine remain in the body for
ance generally report fewer side
three hours.
effects such as jittery nerves.
Physically, people use
People who become
caffeine primarily to stay awake
addicted to caffeine suffer one
— caffeine prolongs the amount
common withdrawal symptom —
of time an individual can perform
a headache — that generally
physically exhausting work.
begins about 18 hours after the
Caffeine also reduces the pain of
most recent caffeine intake.
most kinds of headaches.
Other symptoms of
Psychologically, caffeine
withdrawal
include fatigue and a
helps people remain alert, howdecreased feeling of vigor. All
ever, it does not enhance a
of the withdrawal syptoms last
person's ability to complete a
about a week, with the strongest
mental task.
coming the first two days.
On the down side, howExperts say it takes about
ever, caffeine can cause sleeptwo months for a person to return
lessness, nervousness, anxiety
his body's caffeine reactions to
and irritation.
that of a normal individual
For example, one cup of
without tolerance.
strong coffee (or anything with
Finally, caffeine can
about 200 milligrams of caffeine)
irritate
the
stomach. Doctors
before bed can disturb sleep
advise anyone with a sensitive
throughout the night and prevent
stomach or an ulcer to avoid
you from falling asleep quickly.
caffeine as well.
Here's a general guide to
the average amount of caffeine in
several beverages and substances:
that the products will only protect not foolproof.
• Coffee — brewed, drip
against the spread of disease if
It would be ideal if all those
method, average of 115 mg.;
they are used correctly.
engaging in sexual activity were edubrewed percolater, average of 80
According to the FDA, a warn- cated as to the risks involved when
mg.; instant, average of 65 mg.;
ing on oral contraceptives might read becoming sexually active.
decaffeinated, brewed, average
something like this: "This product
But the world is not idealand
(like all oral contraceptives) is in- therefore, there are those that are ei- of 3 mg.
• Tea — brewed, major
tended to prevent pregnancy. It does ther too young, too uninformed, too
U.S.
brands,
average of 40 mg.;
not protect against transmission of naive or all of the above who might
brewed, imported brands, averHIV infection and other sexually harbor preconceived misconceptions
age of 60 mg.; instant, average of
transmitted diseases."
about the ways and means of the
30 mg.; iced tea (12 oz.), average
Warnings will also appear on world of STDs.
of 70 mg.
natural skin condoms, implants such
A misconception that could posas Norplant, injectables such as Depo sibly be held is that diaphragms
• Soda — Sugar-free Mr.
Provera, and intrauterines. But other
Pibb, Mountain Dew and Mello
. can indeed prevent the spread of
products will still be without the new, STDs. But a gross misstatement is
Yello contain the most caffeine,
more explicit warnings or without
with between 53 and 59 mg.;
what it is.
any warnings at all.
Coke and Diet Coke contain
To prevent the possibility of
The FDA has not yet mandated confusion as to which contraceptives
about 45 mg.; Pepsi and Diet
that packaging on spermicides cervi- do and which do not prevent the spread
Pepsi contain about 36 mg.
cal caps, diaphragms and contracep- of STDs, all should have the new
• Over-the-counter
tive sponges contain new warning warning label requirement.
stimulants — No Doz contains
labels.
The FDA needs to continue its
100 mg., while Vivarin contains
Although it might seem to those battle on a different front and push
200 mg.
purporting to be sexual experts that through the lines to require all manu• Pain relievers —
no person could logically conclude facturers of spermicides, cervical
Anacin and Midol contain 32
that a diaphragm—intended to de- caps, diaphragms and contraceptive
mg.; Excedrin contains 65 mg.;
crease the chances of getting preg- sponges to provide labels
and Goody's Headache Powders
nant—will stop the intrusion of discontain 33 mg. of caffeine.
ease into the body, the assumption is
effect.

And, recent studies have
showed a link between caffeine
and fibrocystic breast disease,
which causes benign lumps to
form in women's breasts.
This link is still being
studied by scientists, but most
experts suggest that women who
have had benign lumps in their
breasts or who notice pain and
swelling in their breasts during
their periods should try to avoid
caffeine.
When taken in large
amounts, caffeine also increases
heart rate and blood pressure —
scientists say they believe that
caffeine may increase theriskof
heart attack because of this
effect.
Doctors also advise
pregnant women to avoid caffeine since it increases the
chances of having a low
birthweight baby and it increases
the chances of having a miscarriage.
Another problem with
caffeine is that people can de-

f

Should theFDA Fight STD s?
This editorial appears with
permission from The Indiana Daily
Student, the student newspaper at
Indiana University.
(GXP) Beginning in about six
months. Manufacturers of some contraceptives will be required by the
Food and Drug Administration to state
on packages to what extent the products will protect against sexually
transmitted diseases.
The federal government is waging ,~ a mini war on the spread of
STDs. They are waging a war to
educate the public about an issue
(STDs) that is rapidly spreading its
effects without discrimination.
The FDA reports from a recent
study that $56 million Americans
have a disease that was spread through
sexual contact. And one in four
Americans will contract an STD
sometime in his lifetime.
Now, only some products, such
as Lifestyle's condoms. Have labels
containing warnings about the extent
to which the condoms protect against
STDs.
New FDA regulations will require all latex condom boxes to state

The. Monroe Doctrine

Is Snow White too scary?
This editorial appears with permission from The Independent
Florida Alligator, the student newspaper at the University of
Florida.
(GXP) Remember the noises under the bed? Or that monster you
were sure was waiting in the closet whenever the lights went out?
How about the nightmares that would send us running to the
comforts of our parents' bed, where we would sob to understanding (if
sleepy) parents told us everything would be all right.
And then, after a few minutes of snuggling and a few patted
foreheads, we would go back to sleep.
Meanwhile, our parents probably had long discussions with
each other about our nightmares. They were worried about our fear.
They wanted it to go away.
That's kind of what parents do. They try to make fears a little
less strenuous for children — they try to always make those nightmares go away.
Sometimes they go to extremes. Recently, some parents in
Jacksonville, Fla., asked that Snow White be taken out of their school
library, saying the story gave their children sleepless nights, and the
monsters were too scary for little minds to grasp. The school board
obliged, and now, in Duval County, the Seven Dwarfs are missing
from the curriculum.
Their concern is understandable. Snow White has some scary
passages. Like this one:
And when a young boar suddenly sprang into view, the hunter
stabbed him, removed his lungs and liver and brought them to the
Queen. She had them salted and cooked, and then the wicked woman
ate them up, believing she had eaten Snow White's liver and lungs.
Scary image. Similar things can be found in other fairy tales as
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well. But the Queen was pointed out to be evil, and she was just
following her established behavior. And in the end of the story, when
Snow White and Prince Charming married, the Queen was killed and
everyone lived happily ever after.
But it is the scariness that has parents concerned. Like any
parents, they want their Children to be isolated from danger. And
likewise, they feel like they should be isolated from fear.
That's why, when we heard those noises in the middle of the
night, they told us everything would be all right.
But it won't. If you're old enough to be reading this, you're
old enough to understand that monsters do exist. The real world is full
of evil. As Howard Troxler, columnist for the St. Petersburg Times
wrote about the subject: "Kids need monsters. They need all kinds of
stuff that worry-wart parents think are bad for them."
He's right. Learning to be afraid sometimes is part of growing

up — and understanding that monsters are a pan of the world is a part
of growing up as well.
This world is not always a pretty place. That is a regretable
facet of existence, but it is an accurate one.
And by isolating children from the idea of evil, by keeping
their minds away from fear, we might leave them vulnerable to the real
monsters they will eventually face.
They will learn soon enough that the good guys don't always
win. Let's not prevent them from being ready for their own fights.

COVERDALE-PAGE

COSMSC

On Geffen Records

By Christian Perry
(GXP) Hard rock? The
sea torrid and unforgiving.
Souls'? Sinful and quickly
worn.
Few float, let alone forever part the waters.
Jimmy Page doesn't
float, hut instead stands on
the grim sands of a desert he
created. With Zeppelin in
mind, those exotic sands must
have deteriorated to a lower
form, possibly water, as little
today matches the accomplishment of the godly four.
So Page,, apparently bored,
teams up with an equally aged
vocalist whose semi-glamourous career has been a tribute to Rohert Plant. An attempt at past glory? Perhaps.
But no glory touched
here. The project is hopelessly
dampened by that which
plagued all of Coverdale's
work with Whitesnake: an
incessant urging toward commercialism. Interest stirs with
this release on both ends.
Coverdale is working with a
long-time legend, which contrasts his previous work with
younger
whiz-kids

(Vandenherg, Vai). And
Page, well, is working. Does
it work?Not with Coverdale
at the helm. While his vocals
are ever enormous, the
mancan' t step away from sex.
Not that sex doesn't belong
in hard rock (agree on that
and you'd agree that Tipper
Gore has great musical taste
and a pretty hairdo), but Page
is well past the cock-rock period. To beat, so is Coverdale.
Or so he should be. Nine of
11 tracks deal with
Coverdale's lust. The singer
is capable of much more.
Page? No one can be sure—
the last time his creativity
surfaced was years ago in The
Firm. The first single of the
release, "Pride and Joy, '
boasts an acoustic riff that
sweats Zep. The lyrics,
though, trip it up: 'Ooh, child,
you act so wild/I'll name a
hurricane after you." And you
wondered who named them.
So the release continues to
smack of Coverdale's need
for... airplay? Money? "Easy
Does It" sails a gorgeous
"That's the Way"-type riff,
but is punched in the gut by

this (and more): "Gonna keep
you smiling and satisfied/
Nothing but blue skies/On a
magic carpet ride ...." Did
you ever doubt him babe? It' s
rather sickening to know that
Page is even involved with a
typical Whitesnake sell-out
piece like "Take a Look At
Yourself. ' His solo adds
class, but so does a condom
in a whorehouse. Where' s the
early exotic Page that bought
Crowley s castle" Where's
the admirable domination that
ruled a decade?
One tune that does slam
his signature across (and one
of two that doesn't rely on a
woman for a point) is "Absolution Blues." Carrying the
torch is an ever-neat sloppy
Page riff, complete with the
sort of solo you know Page
didn't need to write ahead of
time. The break that never
sounds the same (perhaps
never remembered), but always works. Jorge Casas and
Denny Carmassi provide bass
and drums respectively, ultimately
adding
a
Whitesnakish touch with their
often present monotony.

by Zach Toczynski
I still am not finished
with this censorship thang!
In fact, I just started. In my
last magestic issue I disscused
my utter detest for censorship. This week I will take it
one step further, a censorship
that is goes so unoticed, but is
the most hanus of all censorship monsters. This "monster" reeks havoc over the
land and is slowing taking
over, the world. You see this
form of censorship while driving, traveling down 390,490,
and even 104. The censorship I'm taking about is "The
Censroship of Road Signs".
Sure, act like you don't
know what I taking about,
ignoring the problem does not
solve it. Let me paint you a
picture of this horrible form
of censorship. Image, a large
green sign, possible 13 feet
long, hanging hanging over a
bridge on certain express way
known as 390. But the sign is
wraped in a dark brown plastic, not just once but several
times. The dark brown plasic
is then duck taped shut. Why?
Why does this grizzly cen-

sorship happen, our local
highway people should be
ashamed of themselves. What
happens if we the public what
to see what the sign states?
What happens is the sign is
vital to our express way
travel? The sign might say
"Caution, erupting volcano
ahead, all persons will perish". But instead of waring
us, they cover it up. This
maybe a sick joke or just another buerocatic manover to
sucker the people. My tax
dollors pay for these signs, I
want to see them.
I feel it is our duty, as
American citizens to protest.
I propose a demonstrastion
where we wrapped ourselves
in dark brown plastic, hold
up protest signs and chant
"Leave our signs alone".
Now that concludes another episode on the cosmic
side of life, and the second to
last. Next week is will be the
last Cosmic Ponderings ever!
Next year I must move on to
a new Utopia, where Cosmic
Ponderings will continue. But
sorry MCC fellow students,
Cosmic will be unavalible to
you, suckers!!! Ponder on.
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Fido Says: Seattle Scene Dead and Media the Killer
by Robert J. Warren
(GXP) Now that every
heroin-shooting, flannelshirted band that ever drove
through Seattle has been
signed to a record contract,
grunge is a record industry
catchword for a new trend.
Flannel shirts and dinosaur
riffs are the big thing.
Sorry guys, it's nothing new. Black Sabbath
started imitating barbiturates
15 years ago.
Since then, everyone
from Metallica to S .O.D. used
the slow riffing dirge to gar-

nish that Demurral sound.
In the mid-'80s, heavy
metal borrowed the speed
from punk and thrash was
formed. When the thrash
bands got bored (or tired) with
120 mph riffs, they put it in
low gear and grunged for a
breather.
Punk returned an old
favor and stole the slow sound
from heavy metal, and bands
like Soundgarden. Nirvana
and Mudhoney were hatched.
The "Seattle Scene"
was dead as soon as someone
started calling it the "Seattle
Scene." Flannel shirts and
dinosaur riffs are a national
trend. Go away.

A DISPATCH

FROM

The media never conquers anything, it just dilutes
everything touched. Adulteration of culture into a mass
market, generic white-out of
everything clever or original
is the media's forte.
If an individual or individuals create a unique culture for themselves, the media will celebrate that American spirit for a nano-second
before carving the individuals up into a million bloody
chunks to be spoonfed to an
invalid public, brain-dead and
googoo eyed before the vast
wasteland.
Soundgarden has managed to stay pretty untouched

MAGAZINE

When You Care Enough to Display Synthetic [motion

by all of the trendiness at- bread.
tached to grunge.
Does that give you an
When the PC police idea? I'm bored with saying
complained that Lollapalooza how real Soundgarden is, but
was mostly male bands, hey, I bet you are too.
Soundgarden had a press conFind out why Chris
ference and apologized for Cornell fears the haunted
having male organs.
Dentist. Listen to Kim Thayill
They then went out and (yes, the man actually speaks)
explain the adventures of
played "Cop Killer."
Nirvana asks permis- Goofus and Gallant.
Watch dirge pure and
sion to smash its instruments.
untainted. It's a video. You
Who's bad?
"Motorvision" is a put it in your VCR, you see
video net snarling a little and hear Soundgarden at the
same time the band plays
homecoming Seattle style.
It's not as good as songs for you. It's a video of
Soundgarden's last home Soundgarden. Get it? Nuff
video, "Louder Than Live." said. Get out of my column. I
but it is better than sliced want to go home.
Entertainment

Quote

o f t h eweek

If we wanted your opinion,
We WOllld g i v e

i t t O YOU. " -Z-Money & Destiny

Hallmark Cards has staked its future on a new market—"nonoccasion" greetings. In
other words, cards for people with nothing special to say and no holiday on which they
feel obliged to say it. The 520 cards in Hallmark's "Just How I Feel" nonoccasion line
are divided into seven categories, according to what feelings you, the buyer, are trying
to express. Here are some of the messages; we've taken the liberty of clarifying
Hallmark's rather vaguely worded feelings in order to make shopping even easier.

Ice-T: Home Invasion

Feeling: "Sorry I Smacked You Around...."
Cover Art: Rolling waves in solemn
turquoise and aquamarine
Inscription: ANGER IS A POWERFUL THING.

low?

IT CAN START OUT SO SMALL, YET...IT CAN
TAKE ON A LIFE OF ITS OWN....

Feeling: "For the Abused Child in My
Life..."
Cover Art: Child's crayon drawing of
tulips and a white picket fence
Inscription: i KNOW I HAVEN'T ALWAYS

OBVIOUS YOU SHARE SOMETHING VERY
SPECIAL....

Feeling: "The Threat of a SexualHarassment Suit Has Led Me to This
Unconventional Approach...."
Cover Art: Two sharp pencils and a cup of
coffee
Inscription: WE CAN'T CHOOSE THE PEOPLE
WE WORK WITH, BUT SOMETIMES WE GET
LUCKY AND WIND UP WORKING WITH
SOMEONE SPECIAL.

BEEN THE PERFECT MOM....

Feeling: "You'd Make a Great Second
Husband...."
Cover Art: Crayon drawing of a man in a
child's wagon
Inscription: i LOVE TO WATCH YOU
WITH THE CHILDREN, BECAUSE IT'S

Electric Kool-Aid ftcid Cliche

Feeling: "// Was Just a Fling, Honest...."
Cover Art: Watercolor seashore scene
Inscription: i KNOW THAT NO WORDS CAN
MAKE UP FOR WHAT I'VE PUT YOU
THROUGH. BUT, OVER TIME, I HOPE I CAN
PROVE TO YOU THAT YOU CAN TRUST ME
AGAIN....

By the Way,

SPY Is Like T/ieNew Vorkeron Psilocybin
They'll stone you when you're reading their review. Pop culturists seem to be at pains
these days to describe things vividly, accessibly and quickly, and their recurring
solution suggests that everybody indeed must get stoned.
AT THE MOVIES "Some of [the novel
Negrophobia] is downright disgusting,
like 'Ghostbusters' on acid."—Associated
Press. September 18, 1992 * "[The movie
Complex World] is a little like 'The Commitments' on acid."—The Boston Globe,

February 28, 1992
IT'S A SMALL WORLD "Kinda like Disneyland on acid—and I'm the E ticket."—
Cher on her stage show, in Newsweek,
September 4, 1989 * "A young Chicago
man [plans to build] a $150 million
entertainment complex that would be
'like Disneyland on acid.'"—Chicago Tribune, October 3, 1988
BUT WHAT I F , LIKE, YOU'VE HAD
SOME REALLY BAO TRIPS ON ACID?

"Camille Paglia, who is beginning to
sound like Ayn Rand on mushrooms..."—
The New Republic, October 28, 1991

"RICKY, WAAHHH, I'M IN THE SKY
WITH DIAMONDS!" "{Cheers's] Rebecca is
sort of like Lucy on acid."—Kirstie Alley, in
USAToday. November8, 1990
2-D OR NOT 2-D "The cartoon series [Ren
& Stimpy], described as 'Rocky & Bullwinkle
on bad acid'..." —Variety, June 15, 1992
• "[Cartoonist Steve Phillips created]
'Where's Melinda?,' a PMS-plagued
character 'sort of like Cathy on acid.'"
AP, June 9, 1992
HAS EVERYBODY BEEH TURNED ON TO THIS
RHETORICAL DEVICE AT THIS POINT?

"There [in the vice presidential debates]
was the fox terrier Dan Quayle, also
over-programmed and over-rehearsed
with quips and japes, like Bob Hope on
acid."—syndicated columnist Liz Smith, October 16, 1992 )

By Christian Perry
(GXP) Ice-T a liar? Hol-

color/ Or your ass got shot."
And softer, but sold out, is
"Gotta Lotta Love." It's no
rap ballad, no Shai, but instead a straightforward desire for peace. Nowhere is it
apparent that Ice-T readily
enjoys
the idea of
gangbanging or killing cops.
These notions are legitimate
visions to open eyes. "Gotta
Lotta Love" is felt. A jazzy,
albeit gloom-ridden bass line
propels the potent "I Ain't
New Ta This." Equally
mighty is "Message to the

He'd be a Time Warner
slave if he was either. But as
he's said in the past, he is and
will be seen. So not messily
aborted but easily born is
Home Invasion on Ice's own
label. Time Warner turns
mindless guardian while IceT spits and rolls on. Result?
A steadfast image of the
streets. Perhaps more vicious
than the recent Body Count
explosion, Home Invasion
kicks drooling white male Soldier." Home Invasion
teens, as expected, in the ass. could, however, do without
Still, it all seems within reach, the dampening appearances
inside the ghetto or out. As by unimpressive guests. IceIceT continues to deposit his T needs no further stimuli.
infamous crime checklist on The material on this release is
record, we continue to crave. significant, if just because
To tire of what the veteran Time Warner rejected it. Icerapper says is to tire of an- T backed everything he' s
other hefty slice of hardcore ever rapped and moved on
black life. "Two cops will his own. While a risk, it
roll up/And two cops will worked. His wrath against
fall," buzzes "Addicted to cops hasn't grown old; in fact,
Danger" over a hazily per- it's rather timely. If it wasn't,
spiring piano drone. It's here, there wouldn't have been inand in other cuts like "It's tense celebration on the Los
On" that squint through Angeles streets following the
pissed-off eyes. Hostility here latest Rodney King verdict.
isn't forced, as it so often is Ice-T will tell you he's filthy
on releases by younger rap- rich. While this in itself appears to be a contradiction to
pers.
Ice's street raps, it isn't. The
"That's How I ' m
Livin'" slams a real-life to- money was no accident.
mato skull into a brick wall. Home Invasion fully estabEerie is the snake charmer lishes the fact that Ice-T is no
flute sample kindling Ice-T corporate rapper, but instead
reality: "Whether hardcore a worthy arrow for seemingly
omot. You wore the right

deserving bales of human hay.

DAMON CITY CENTER
FILMS:
MAY 10-14

AUDITIONS
to be performed during the daytime from June 1
to June 3. All present and former students,
faculty, and staff are welcome to try out.
SCHEDULE

WEAPON 3
MAY 17-21

Monday, April 19
Tuesday, April 21
Wednesday, April 21
Thursday, April 22

Noon
1:15 to 2:45 pm
Noon and 3:00 pm

12:30 pm
Friday, April 23
Noon and 2:00 pm
ALL OF THE ABOVE TO BE HELD IN N-139.
FINAL CALL-BACK AUDITION
Monday, April 26, 3-6 pm in Student Cafeteria
Two or three hours of Humanities credit
(depending on hours put in)
may be earned for participating in this show,

MORE WEEKS
UNTIL
SUMMER
BREAK!
Weekly Activity Planner
Sunday
May 9

RAIDERS
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Monday
May 10

Tuesday
May 11

Film:
"A League of their
own"
check schedule for
times

Film:
"A League of their
own"
check schedule for
times

Wednesday Thursday
May 12
May 13
Film:
"A League of their
own"
check schedule for
times

Film:
"A League of their
own"
check schedule for
times

Friday
May 14
Film:
"A League of their
own"
check schedule for
times

Saturday
May 15

RAIDER

I

Docket

arts now
FEATURING MARK RUST, AMY & LESLIE

CAROLINE RHEA

Club Wednesday

MAY15-8PM
DAMON CITY CENTER ATRIUM, DOWNTOWN
SIBLEY BUILDING

FORUM
MAY 12
12-1PM

Weekly Activity Planner
Sunday

1 May 16

RAIDERS

Monday
May 17
Film:
"Lethal Weapon 3"
check schedule for
times

Tuesday Wednesday
May 18
May 19
Film:
"Lethal Weapon 3"
check schedule for
times

Film:
"Lethal Weapon 3"
check schedule for
times

Thursday
May 20

Friday
May 21

Film:
"Lethal Weapon 3"
check schedule for
times

Film:
"Lethal Weapon 3"
check schedule for
times

Saturday
May 22

RAIDER
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What does Summer '93 have in store in film?
onto the screen with his movie
hero (guess who?).
Schwarzenneger takes the teen
ori the ride of his life.
Last Action Hero also
stars F. Murray Abraham,
Mercedes Ruehl and Anthony
Quinn. It opens nationwide June
18.
Two additional big-draw
action films will probably include Columbia's In the Line of
Fire and Twentieth Century
Fox's Rising Sun.
Rising Sun stars Wesley
Snipes and Sean Connery as
©1993, TriStar Pictures, Inc.

Sylvester Stallone stars
By Amy Reynolds
Generation X Press
(GXP) If you ask any movie
buff what Memorial Day weekend means to them, they'll most
likely answer, "The start of the
summer movie season."
This year, the traditional
big-name box office stars have
action-adventure films on the big
screen, Walt Disney Pictures is
re-releasing an animated film
classic and current television
stars from "Saturday Night Live"
to "Beverly Hills 90210" can be
seen almost everywhere.
The two films that many
movie-goers are most anxiously
awaiting are TriStar's
Cliffhanger, starring Sylvester
Stallone and Columbia's Last
Action Hero starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
In Cliffhanger, Stallone
stars as an expert mountain and
rock climber who becomes
stranded in the Rockies when his
airplane crashes.
Of course, the mountains
are the least of Stallone's
troubles — a criminal gang led
by John Lithgow has captured his
ex-girlfriend, played by "Northern Exposure's" Janine Turner
and his former climbing partner,
Michael Rooker.
Stallone, as usual, must
save them in an environment that
isn't user friendly, especially
since, in this film, Stallone's
character has avoided the mountains since an inexperienced
climber fell from his grasp to her
death years before.
Cliffhanger opens May
28 nationwide.
The Last Action Hero is
the story of a teenage movie fan
whose fantasy comes true — he
steps out of the real world and

a funky rock n' roller named
Crawl who spends the summer
on a farm with his friend Rebecca whom he met at
Pepperdine University.
The Weasel unexpectedly
turns Rebecca's parents' farm
upside down as Rebecca announces she and Crawl are
engaged (but only secretly, so
she can fend off an old boyfriend).
Son-In-Law opens July 2.
In a sort of Heathers
meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Andrew Lowery (School Ties)
stars as Johnny Dingle, a man
who is shot and killed before
asking his dream date to the
prom.
Determined to still go to
the prom. Dingle, a.k.a. Johnny
Zombie, the film's title, must
begin to feast on the flesh of the
living if he doesn't want to
decompose before his big night.
Johnny Zombie also stars
Matthew Fox, Danny Zorn and
Traci Lind as the lucky girl of
Johnny's dreams.

©1993, Twentieth Century Fox

detectives investigating the death
of a young woman found murdered in the offices of a large
Japanese corporation.
Rising Sun opens in late
July.
In the Line of Fire stars
Clint Eastwood as a secret
service agent fighting against
assassin John Malkovich, who
has sworn to kill the president. It
opens July 9.
In addition to an action
film, TriStar sends forth two dark
comedies — So I Married An
Axe Murderer, starring SNL's
Mike Myers, and Weekend at
Bernie's 2, with Andrew
McCarthy, Jonathan Silverman
and Terry Kiser all returning.
So I Married an Axe
Murderer is the story of a man
who finally meets "the perfect
woman," but eventually comes to
believe she's a notorious serial
killer. It opens August 6 nationwide.
Weekend at Bernie 's 2
picks up where the first left off,
one day after the original film.
Bernie's still dead. They're still
trying to get rid of him. This
sequel opens July 9.
Hollywood Pictures sends
forth the second "Pauly" film to
date, Son-In-Law. Shore stars as

animated film) on July 2, Walt
Disney Pictures is sending forth
another film with witches.
Bette Midler, Sara Jessica
Parker and Kathy Najimy star as
three 17th Century witches
whose spirits are accidentally
conjured up on Halloween night
in present-day Salem in the film
Hocus Pocus.
Before the three were
hanged for their evil sorcery,
they vowed to come back one
day and eat all of the children in
the town.
Twentieth Century Fox
brings back the zaniness of Hot
Shots in the sequel. Hot Shots
Part Deux starring Charlie
Sheen, Lloyd Bridges and
Valeria Golino. It opens May 21.
Mel Brooks fans will also
delight in Fox's Robin Hood:
Men in Tights. The title explains
it all.
Robin Hood: Men in
Tights opens in August.
Some other films coming
this summer include:
• Hollywood's Super
Mario Brothers, the story inspired by the incredibly popular
Nintendo game, starring Bob
Hoskins, Dennis Hopper, John
Leguizamo, Fisher Stevens and
Fiona Shaw. It opens May 28.
• TriStar's Sleepless in
Seattle. Tom Hanks stars as a
widower living in Seattle whose
young son persistently tries to
couple him with Meg Ryan, a
woman Hanks has never met, a
woman who lives in Baltimore.
It opens June 25.

©1993, Columbia Pictures

Clint Eastwood stars in
In The Line of Fire
Touchstone Pictures
brings Michael J. Fox back to the
screen in Life With Mikey, the
story of Michael Chapman, a
famous former child star who is a
has-been at the age of 31.
Now, Chapman is a thirdrate talent agent searching for
talented child actors. He meets
his best one accidentally, in the
form of a cute little pick pocket
named Angie (Christina Vidal).
Life With Mikey opens
June 4.
Aside from the re-release
of the animated classic Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs
(Disney's first feature-length

ETThe Walt Disney Company
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who, in 1962, drive from Nevada
to Hollywood with a plan to meet
Marilyn Monroe. It opens
August 20.
• Castle Rock Entertainment and Columbia bring
Stephen King's Needful Things
to the screen; however, King is
not involved in the production. It
stars Ed Harris and Bonnie
Bedelia and opens August 13.
• Fox's Rookie of the

Year is the story of a 12-year-old
southpaw who goes from Little
League to the Major Leagues
(the Chicago Cubs) when an
accident provides him with a
magical pitching arm.
• Another youngster
film, Columbia's Josh and
S.A.M., tells the story of brothers
Josh and Sam.
Twelve-year-old Josh
convinces younger brother Sam

that he is a "Strategically Altered
Mutant" created by the Pentagon
and they must leave home to save
him from being sent to war. It
opens August 6.
• Fox's Ghost in the
Machine tells the story of a serial
killer whose reach becomes
limitless when he is transformed
into a computer virus and begins
using electrical appliances as
murderous weapons.
It opens in August.

Arnold Schwarzenneger stars
in Last Action Hero

• Hollywood's Beyond
Innocence, starring Rebecca De
Mornay and Don Johnson.
De Momay plays an
ambitious attorney hired by a
handsome and charming Johnson
who is accused of killing his
wife.
De Mornay's initial
feelings that Johnson is innocent
disappear as she finds herself
feeling threatened by her client.
It opens June-4.
• Fox's Once Upon a
Forest is an animated tale of the
travels of three woodland creatures trying to save the life of a
young friend. It opens June 18.
• BoyzN the Hood
director John Singleton's second
film starring Janet Jackson,
called Poetic Justice, tells the
story of a modern-day romance
between a hairdresser and a
postal worker. The Columbia
film opens July 23.
• Touchstone's What's
Love Got To Do With It is the
true story of Tina Turner's life,
starring Angela Bassett and Larry
Fishbume. It opens June 25.
• "Beverly Hills
90210's" Jason Priestley stars in
Columbia's Calendar Girl, a
comedy about three best friends

©1993, Paramount Pictures
©1993, Columbia Pictures

Dan Aykioyd and Jane Curtin star in
this summer's The Coneheads
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What do Americans think about war? Tune in
(GXP) We are in the midst of a national
identity crisis.
The media has not broadcast this fact,
so obviously the American public is not
aware of it.
Basically, the crisis is how big of a
world bully we should be and how long we
can lie to ourselves about hidden interests
labeled as patriotism.
The White House is unsure about how
to define and position itself for the war in
former Yugoslavia.
There are no oil interests. The corporations do not want us to fight.

General Electric (a major
arms maker for the goverment)
does not believe statistics that say
47,000 Iraqi children died in the
Gulf War, so neither does its
network (NBC) nor the other
major networks it advertises on.
If the networks do not buy
it, neither do the American
people.
There are no former CIA operatives in
position as raving dictators with sensitive
information about our president. The Central
Intelligence Agency does not want us to fight.
There are no commies. The conservatives do not want us to fight
There are no easy slaughters, so the
Pentagon does not want us to fight.
Without any special interests to serve,
the White House has been wishy washy
through two presidents.
Without the White House taking a
stand, the press does not know what to think
of the mess in the Balkans. Thus, Americans
do not know what to think either.
Furthermore, this is a war that is
complicated (no one to label "Hitler") and
Americans do not do well with news that
makes them think. It is easier to just turn the
channel.
The Grenada invasion was easy.
There were commies running a tiny little
island and some nursing students that needed
rescued from their showers.
President Reagan needed rescued
from senile boredom and was feeling a little
nostalgic for John Wayne.

He would have preferred to take on
the evil empire, but those damn commies kept
coming up with ideas for peace.
Panama was just as easy.
Here was a drug-running Hitler that
was waving machetes and saying bad things
about America. What better reason do we
need to go in and teach him a lesson?
(George Bush had a better reason:
Manuel Noriega was a former CIA operative
that had the goods on the former CIA director
turned president.)
Of course, while teaching Noriega a
lesson, thousands of Panamanians were
killed.
The Pentagon denies this, however,
and maintains that the little war consisted of
the United States versus Noriega.
Almost no one else died. That was
enough for the major press outlets. They
believed it all. At least, they did not report
anything to the contrary.
The easiest war of all was the War in
the Gulf.
Sure, there were a few little complications, like the fact we were going to war for
an oligarchy and it could ignite the entire
region, but in the end, a new Hitler was
named and we went to war with Saddam
Hussein.
(Even though that was a lie. George
Bush was advised by the CIA to leave
Saddam in position so as to not leave a power
vacuum in the region that Iran might fill.)
The American public was entertained
with attacks on buildings and stories of great
victories over the evil Republican Guard and
all in all it was a nice, tidy war that was
spoonfed to the press with little objection to
the propaganda feel of it all.
The New England Journal of Medicine estimates that 47,000 Iraqi children died
between January and August 1991 as a result
of the Gulf War.
General Electric (a major arms maker
for the goverment) does not believe statistics
like that, so neither does its network (NBC)
nor the other major networks it advertises on.
on. If the networks do buy it, neither do the
the American people.
What fun war is.
So here we are. America has defined
war in certain terms:
1. It has to be easily won. Since
Vietnam, the military establishment does not
want to have anything to do with any battle
that might be anything less than a slaughter.
2. It has to be easily defined. Ambiguities do not make good press clippings.
The United States must be up against some
modem Hitler or other such villain to cover
up for all those civilians that get caught in
between.

3. It has to be profitable for United
States corporations. Somalia is a good
example.
Humanitarian aid is good public
relations for scouting out potential oil wells.
The military industrial complex enjoys
immense profits simply from the use of our
mass weapons of destruction. Month long
sorties are good for firing million dollar
missiles and using billion dollar jets.

America has defined war in
certain terms: It has to be easily won.... It has to be easily
defined.
Ambiguities do not make
good press clippings. The
United States must be up
against some modern Hitler or
other such villain to cover up
for all those civilians that get
caught in between.
Here we are, back at the former
Yugoslavia.
I would argue against sending our
troops to fight anyone's battles, but it bothers
me that we are the bully mercinaries of the
world.
We fight when we are assured total
destruction of the enemy for economic gain,
but we hesitate when it comes to actually
helping a good cause or a desperate people.
We should fight in no wars that do not
directly threaten us. If we are to fight, I
prefer we fight in moral wars and not economic nor political ones.
In any case, any war we fight in
should be broadcast 24 hours a day so that the
American public realizes that Terminator
special effects are not war.
The death of children is.

Monroe Doctrine Editor-in-Chief needed for the 93-94 school year. Applicant must have worked on the Ml) for at least one
semester, a rid. van \ at least 6 credit hours. To apply, submit a letter of intent and a resume to room 3-113
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Thanks; to Monroe County
For Protecting Us From Ourselves
by Mark Tichenor
Columnist.
Bad news for you
spring cleaners! it seems that
some Monroe County legislator
has noticed that mixing bleach
and ammonia has some
embarassing side effects, which
have been proven to release
"secondhand chlorine gas"
fumes believed to cause death.
Thus, Monroe County, in
another magnanimous gesture
to protect us from ourselves, is
expected to pass an ordinance
prohibiting bleach. If you want
those whites really white, you'll
have to go over to Wayne
County to do it.
This, of course, is totally
untrue.
However, the new
smoking ban (if passed) is not
too far a cry from this type of
silliness. The proposed law will
ban smoking in all public
establishments (restaurants,
bowling alleys, bars, intensive
care wards, etc), effectively
restricting the smoker to his or
her own home.
Personally, I am a
nonsmoker. Apparently, so is
Bob King. The question is, which

one of us wears jackboots? Not
that I'm implying that the
wholeproposal sems just a bit (a
quick word of caution; the term
'ultra right wing' is about to be
used. This is, in this case, a
synonym for 'fascist') ultra right
wing. But the public doesn't
need to be bothered with
inconvenient choices. If we
chose, we would think, and if
we thought, maybe we would
come to some uncomfortable
conclusions about our (for lack
of a better term) leaders. That
they have the collective I.Q. of a
bowl of mashed potatoes, for
example.
Indeed, It would be so
much more convenient for this
powercraving, self-important
bunch of minor-league politicos
to make our choices for us, no
matter the effects on the
economy. But then, the
economic damage wreaked by
this proposal can easily be
recovered by our shiny new 8%
sales tax, right, Mr. King?
Yes, folks. I said
economic damage. Please keep
in mind that no county is an
island, and Wayne, Livingston,
Ontario, and all the others are
not oceans away. These places
have an overpopulation of bars,
restaurants, and bowling alleys,
as well. I expect their owners

Editor-in-Chief needed for the Monroe
Doctrine next semester. Applicants must have
worked on the paper for at least one semester,
and carry at least 6 credit hours. Submit resume
and letter of intent to room 3-113
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SPRING MASS CELEBRATION
FRIDAYS AT NOON (COLLEGE HOUR)

MOVED TO ROOM 6-308
APRIL
2
23
30
MAY
7
14

FR. DAVID FARAONE
FR. PAUL TOMMASSO
FR. DAN TORMEY
FR. MICHAEL COSTANZA
FR. FRANK UOI

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

are wringing their hands in
delight at this potential business
windfall. Apparently, their
legislators are more sane than
ours, or perhaps just more
realistic.
Although I could be
way off base. Our county
legislators could honestly be
harboring deep concern for their
lowly subjects' health, and really
feel they're doing us a massive
service by reducing one of
thousands of cancer causing

agents. I'm touched. Next they'll
be serving us milk and cookies
after work. Now there's
something that could be
appreciated. Thanks, Mom!
As a health hazard,
secondhand smoke must
compete with emissions from
Xerox,
Bausch
and
Lomb,Kodak, Taco Bell, and
countless day care centers
countywide. I don't feel
protected. Instead, I believe my
intelligence, my autonomy, my

sense of free will, and my fellow
citizens have all been insulted.
A final point of
consideration for Mr. King and
his crusading cronies: Smokers
who are forced out of their habit
tend to be extremely irate. It
wouldn't be particularly
surprising if a smoking
custodial worker in the county
offices "accidentallly" cleanes
them with a mixture of bleach
and ammonia.

Letters to the Editor
Student
Government
Advisor
Maybe there's still hope
for our S.A. Government, if
they take William T. Goglia's
advice and find their own faculty advisor. They need to go
one step further, though. They
must keep in mind that their
advisor, whoever it may be,
will only be human, and the
wisdom that he or she hands
down may not always be wise.
Our Student Government
must learn not to be awestruck by these advisors.
Above all our S.A. Government must remember that
they are there to represent us,
the students, and not their own
faculty advisers.
Don Sigwalt

DO YOU
HAVE AN
ULCER?
INDIGESTION
ABDOMINAL PAIN
EXCESSIVE GAS
You ma be able to take part
in a clinical research trial
for an investigational drug.
There will be no cost to
you for the diagnostic tests,
medications and medical
care to treat you ulcer during the trial iif you qualify
forthestudey. You will be
compensated $100-$800.
What to do:
Contact
Dr. Rodney Camp
Gastoenterologist,
University of Rochester
464-3549
Karen VanNorman, R.N.

Gays in the Military
I strongly agree with Mr.
Brownwell's central theme
[in Face Off- Gays in the
Military. May 3] He repeatedly promotes the idea of the
military establishment separate from and above the dictates of civilian, elected authority. He writes, for example, that if 63% of the military personnel polled object
to gays in the services, then
gays should be excluded. If
the generals and admirals say
that the presence of gay soldiers and sailors will cause
morale to suffer, recruiting to
fall, and discipline to fail, then
Mr. Brownwell would accept
those views without question.
The view that the military
brass knows better than the
people they serve is truly
frightening.
Mr. Brownwell fails to
deal with the two glaring incidents in the past year which
tend to discredit his anti-gay
stance. In Las Vegas, the
finest fliers (male and presumably straight) of the Navy
and
Marine
Corps

distnguished themselves by
fondling, slapping, and groping female members of the
services with the full knowledge of the highest ranking
officers of these respective
services. I can only wonder
what impact these behaviors
will have on discipline and
morale.
The second incident
concerns a public announcement made during the recent
March on Washington for
Gay and Lesbian Rights. The
individual chosen as Outstanding Soldier of the Year
in the United States Army
stood on thew Mall platform
and proudly announced to the
throng assembled that he was
gay. The best soldier in the
best army in the world is gay.
Crack pilots molest
women on a drunken holiday
and the Army's best soldier
loves other men. Somehow,
Mr. Brownwell, your Rush
Limbaugh-inspired column
doesn't add up.
Josh Owen
Comm. Department

A Few Good Men
Males ages 18-40, healthy non-smokers
for

COLD STUDY
Volunteers will be compensated $500
screening for participation will be be
conducted until Mav 7.1993

Call 275-3473
for more information.
Study conducted May 24th to June 3rd
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Making the Grade
Chris Sherron
Contributing Writer
Unlike his fellow Monroe Community College
graduates, when Damir
Sarcacvic walks across the
War Memorial stage June 3
to receive his diploma, he
won't hear the cheers and
congratulations from his family and loved ones.
Sarcacvic,
from
Sarajevo, in the former Yugoslavia, has not seen his family since he left his home
country three years ago for

America. Since then, his
home town has been devastated by the Serbian led military blockade and the ensuing war has destroyed most
communication, including
telephones,
keeping
Sarcacvic from regular contact with his family.
"I wake every morning
thinking about my family,"
says Sarcacvic, a 20 year-old
engineering science student.
He only recently received a
letter from an uncle and says
not knowing when or if he
will ever see his family again

is a main concern for him.
When the opportunity
arose for Sarcacvic to come
to America for school four
years ago, he and his family
thought the experience would
be beneficial for the young
man. He spent two years at
Auburn High School near
Syracuse before being recruited by MCC men's soccer coach Nelson Cupello.
Sarcacvic was recruited
by Cupello with help from
the recommendation of a
former player. "I admire
Damir, in the fact that he's

TRIBUNES ROLL INTO
REGION III
TOURNAMENT
Chris Brownwell
Sports Editor
The Tribunes swept
a double-header from Niagara
County CC, lead by catcher
P.J. Bryniarski's four RBI
performance including a tworun home run and superb
pitching from both starters.
With two outs and one
runner on in the first game
Bryniarski sent a shot over
the left-field fence capping a
four-run first inning, and giving Monroe CC a lead they
would never lose.
Pat Gardner pitched
superbly through five innings,
allowing only one earned run,
and scattering six hits, while
striking out three. His "major league" pickoff move, as
described by the opposing

coach, nailed two Niagara
baserunners, and caught another in a run-down.
Monroe CC won first
game 11-3.
Dana Squires pitched
an outstanding second game,
as the Tribunes won 4-1. The
Tribune "fireballer" allowed
only one run through 6 2/3
innings. His shutout bid was
spoiled when he allowed three
straight singles in the seventh
inning.
Squires allowed only
six hits, with half coming in
the seventh inning, while
striking out five.
Monroe CC raised it's
record to 21-6 overall,and is
the No.l seed in the Region
III tournament. The Tribunes
will face Niagara County CC.
Second-seeded Onondaga

CC squares off with No. 3
Genesee CC.
Brian Rinolo leads the
Tribunes in batting average
at .445, and RBI's with 27.
Shawn Prim is second with a
.397 batting average.
Bryniarski leads in home runs
with three, and is second in
RBI's with 26. Tony Fest set
a Region III record with 37
stolen bases, that includes
tying a Region III, along with
setting a school record, for
stolen bases in a game with
six.
Gardner leads the Tribune pitching staff with five
victories, and strikeouts with
30 in 34 innings pitched.
Squires leads the staff with a
0.84 ERA. He also has recorded 23 strikeouts in just
211/3 innings.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Chris Webber, 20, of the
University of Michigan announced Wednesday, May 5
he is eligible for the June 30
NBA draft.
Webber, who cost
Michigan a chance at the
NCAA title this season when
he called a timeout his team
didn't have in the championship game against North
Carolina, became the fifth
underclassman to declare his
eligibility.
The Michigan Ail-

American is expected to be
one of the top three picks.
Webber said he still has
doubts about his decision, but
thinks he is mature enough to
make it in the NBA.
Monica Seles, the No. 1
ranked woman' s tennis player
in the world, was stabbed in
the back by a German fan that
said he wanted to see Steffi
Graf regain the No. 1 spot.
Guenter Parche, 38, faces
charges of attempted man-

slaughter.
Seles could lose her No.
1 ranking if she misses the
French Open Wimbledon like
she is expected to.
Looking for a piece of
Shaquille O'Neal's money,
tourist John Darrow of
Binghampton, N.Y., filed a
sheriffs complaint in Lake
Buena Vista, Fla. charging
that he was knocked to the
ground by Philip Harrison,
father of the NBA star, at
Walt Disney World.

been away from home and
has performed outstanding in
school. He's a great help to
the soccer program," says
Cupello.
Sarcacvic has achieved
much in his two years at
MCC. He maintains a 3.6
grade point average in engineering science. He plays
forward on the men's soccer
team and was recently named
to the 1993 National Junior
College Athletic Association
Academic Ail-American soccer team.
"I had a dream when I
came here that one of these
days my Academic AilAmerican plaque would hang

with the other plaques in
Coach Cupello' s office," says
Sarcacvic.
Sarcacvic, who has
learned the English language
and American culture in four
short years, says his focus for
the last four years has been
academics. But on graduation day, he'll celebrate his
achievements alone. "It's sad
that I'm graduating and there
will be no one here to celebrate with me," he says.
After
graduation
Sarcacvic plans to continue
his education at either the
University of Rochester,
Rochester Institute of Technology, or Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

SPORTS

TIDBITS
Lenny Wilcox
Staff Writer
The MCC women's
softball team is off to its best
start ever. The Lady Tribunes have compiled a record
of 20-4, including an excellent 11-0 record by pitcher
Carrie Slouffe
MCC men's baseball
team is 21-6 overall, and 215 in Region III, where it takes
the No. 1 seed into the
postseason tourney.
Congratulations to the
MCC Hall of Fame inductees
Tracy Dalberth, Paul Conley,
William Harmatuk, and R.
Thomas Flynn. Additional

congratulations are extended
to Tracey Neenan (women's
soccer, softball), and Damir
Sarcacvic (men's soccer) for
making the Academic AllAmerican Team.
MCC' s golf team i s currently ranked No. 10 in the
nation.
Tribune men's tennis
team is undefeated and flying
high. Defending Region III
champ, David Gates, is also
undefeated and seeking to
become a repeat titlist.
People interested in
playing soccer next season
should contact coach Nelson
Cupello at ext. 2847. Trials
have begun.
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AROUND THE HORN
Staff Writer
Around the Horn
The National League
East is no different than the
previous two divisions that
I've discussed the past two
weeks in that the race is open.
That may not be the case
if the New York Mets stay
healthy. Bobby "Bo" was a
flop in New York last year,
but is out to prove that he is
worth every penny paid to
him to perform. The Mets
have a good mix of young
players (Jeff Kent and Ryan
Thompson) and if everyone,
^^^

especially Doc Gooden, stays
healthy, they could make this
race look like a distant
memory.
In their way will be the
young and talented Montreal
Expos. Their hitting depth,
and lack of pitching after
Dennis Martinez and Ken Hill
may keep this team from true
contention.
The Pirates are going to
be good. Good meaning average. The one factor keeping them as good as they will
be is manager Jim Leyland.
He really gets the most out of
his players, but Pirate fans

have to remember it's rebuilding time.
Many people, including
our own Chris Brownwell,
are picking the Phillies to win
the division this year. Sure
they'll make some noise, but
in the end the weaknesses of
their starting pitching after
the first two in the rotation
will prevail, and their noise
will be the echo of a shout
from far down the line.
The St. Louis Cardinals
would be my pick, but once
again their average starting
pitching can't get it done. A
plethera of young and aspir-

ing stars with the ageless
Ozzie Smith will pace their
strong hitting attack.
The Chicago Cubs always seem to make a small
run when it's too late. This
year there will be no run at
all. How can you replace
Andre Dawson? Candy
Maldanado? Get real!
Sure the Marlins won
their first game of the year,
but do you seriously think the
emotion from opening day
will carry forth over the next
160 games or so. Maybe a
future contender, but don't
bet the ranch.
.

My final predictions...
1) NY Mets-It's an odd
year, and that means Cy
Young considerations for
Bret Saberhagen.
2) St. Louis CardinalsThis could be switched depending on injuries.
3) Montreal ExposNeed pitching to contend.
4) Philadelphia Phillies
Looking good. Maybe next
year.
5) Pittsburgh Pirates-the
future is just beginning.
6) Chicago Cubs-Cubs
fans are used to this.
7) Florida MarlinsTheyMl
They'll be
be exciting
exciting t(to watch.

night, but maybe the financial stricken owner should sell
and let someone else run the
team, and bring back the talent to San Diego.
The San Francisco Giants and Barry Bonds have a
great middle line-up. Will
Clark is superb, but Dave
Righetti is still pitching. Give

it a rest.
In a word association
game the Los Angeles Dodgers could be compared to the
word errors. This year they
went out to improve their
team defense, and now it
looks respectable. The Dodgers always have pitching. The
fate of this team rests in the
bats of Daryl and Eric.
The Houston Astros are
the Western division Phillies.
A lot of young talent and nowhere to go but up.
Last but not least, the
Colorado Rockies. The
Rockies are another expansion team. Need I say more?
My final predictions:
1) Atlanta Braves-Barring injury, just too tough.
2) Cincinnati Reds
3) LA Dodgers-A
healthy Strawberry and Davis
spell the difference.
4) Houston AstrosYoung and still improving.
5)San Francisco GiantsSolid but average.
6) San Diego PadresToo much talent gone.
7)Colorado RockiesThe fans will come. The wins
will not.

AROUND THE HORN II

Ethan Spelman
Staff Writer
Around the Horn
Before the season
started, the National League
West looked like a lock for
Atlanta with a little competition from Cincinnati and everybody else getting a sore
neck looking towards the top.
But now that the season is a
few weeks old there may be
signs of different things to
come.
Do you want pitching?

Then the Braves are your
team. A lot has been made of
the Braves starters. But, what
about the bullpen, or the offense even? I do believe the
Braves will win the a lot of
games, and, barring injury,
should win the division. But
any injury to one of their starters and a continued showing
of consistently inconsistent
offense, the Braves may be
vulnerable.
The Cincinnati Reds, on
paper, may have the best lineup top to bottom, but they do

Attention Staff and
Faculty Camping
Enthusiasts

The

NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB
needs an Advisor to accompany the
group on future camping trips and
off-campus activities. This is not a
formal, on-going position. The current
advisor is available for on-campus
functions. Interested parties should
contact Leo Martling through the club
mail folder at the Student Center
Services Desk.

not have the starting pitching
of the Braves. Many say the
Reds will have the second
best record in baseball, but I
don't think so.
All of the "money players" let go by the Padres blew
away their chances at a world
championship. They'll goout
and give you their all every

0t/YMfr Sffireysiana^ beater K
Confidential
Free Tests
24 Hour Hotline

282-2360
945 E. Henrietta Rd.
Greece and Downtown locations also

The Electronic
Learning Center
Is Open £ VEKff
SAWRDAf
noon to
starting April
24tk

Monroe Doctrine Editorin-Chief needed for the
93-94 school year.
Applicants must have
worked on the Monroe
Doctrineforat least one
sememster and currently
takeing 6 credit hours at
MCCTo apply, submit a
letter of intent and a
resume to Bldg. 3-113 by
May 5th.
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by Eric R. Pfeffinger

292- 2540 • CLASSIFIEDS • 427- 2749
EARN FULL TIME INCOME with part time hours.
Flexible hours, training provided. Call today, earn tomorrow- 234- 0244

The GAY- LESBIAN
PHONELINE: A confidential peer counseling and information phoneline sponsored by the GLFBA of the
University of Rochester.
Rochester Scholarship Wednesday 8:30p.m to MidFunding Sources:
night, 275- 8341
Guaranteed from $1,700.00
up to a complete free College HOT TUB RENTALS Free
Education, that never has to delivery and Setup. $235.00,
be paid back.
Friday
to
Sunday.
We are the only service that Waverunners also available.
makes this kind of guarantee SUN SPORT RENTALS,
- we will work with you
Inc., 264-9510
Contact: Norm and VI Rhoda
(716)647-1106
EARN Up to $7.50/HourHELP WANTED: Telemarketing, Earn up to $300/
week part- time hours for Full
time pay. Two shifts available- 9a.m -1 p.m and 5p.m. 9p.m.. Paid training, call from
9a.m. - 9p.m.- Mr. Totter
292- 5361
MEET NEW PEOPLE
THE FUN WAY TODAY!
1-900-820-1260 ext. 5566.
$2.99/ per minute. Must be
18 years old/over.

Painting and Marketing
positionss with COLLEGE
PRO PAINTERS. Call 1800-346-4649- Interviews
with Mike Davis
STUDENTS WANTED$7.00/Hour doing Spring
projects- 328- 9041 for more
information.
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- Grounds, Painting,
Janitorial- $5.85/hr., 40+
hours/week $.50/hr. Bonus

STAYING FOR THE
SUMMER: We have shared
housing arrangements- sublets-short term leases.
Rochester's only complete
housing agency. Student discounts available. ROOMNETWORK
ATTENTION! If You wit- MATE
nessed a car accident at MCC, (716)325-4643
on April 22nd at approximately 2:15p.m. in the Bldg. WANTED- A few good men:
10 parking lot, please Call Males ages 18-40, healthy
723-0091 ASAP. Thank non-smokers needed for
COLD STUDY. Volunteers
You!
will be compensated $500.
APARTMENT FOR SUB- Screening for participation
LET or possible lease. 1 wil be conducted until May
bedroom, unfurnished, pets 7th, 1993. Call275-3473 for
ok,. Rustic Village. Avail- more information. Study
able June 15- September 1st. conducted May 24th to June
3, 1993.
$520. Call 272-9122
available. Immediate openings. Call or Write: Rochester Management, Inc., 249
Norton Village Lane, Rochester, NY 14609. 467-2442
or 461-9440. EOE

ROCHESTER TEL MOBILE & MCC'S UNITY
REVIEW are offering THE
STUDENT DISCOUNT
OF THE CENTURY - pagers, cellular phones ..Available May 1 Oth -14th, Student
Center Hall from 10a.m.3p.m. & 5p.m.-9p.m.

WANTED- Campus Sales
Rep. forGeVaTheatre. Work
your own hours/own pace.
We provide materials, bookkeeping and training at no
cost to you. Great resume
piece. To start now or in
September call Susan 2321366

YOUR
AD
COULD
GO
HERE

DO YOU HAVE AN ULCER? Indigestion, Abdominal Pain, Excessive Gas; You
may be able to take part in a
clinical research trial for an
investigational drug. For
more information contact:
Dr. Rodney Camp 464-3549

Joe T & Brother Wease Present- The One & Only, ~"|
Yes,

The One &Only...

GRAFFITI
m

1220 Fairport Road
Fairpcnt.Xr 14450-1236
716-381-2480

Open 7 Days
12 noon Til 10 pm
Wal\'ins or Appointments

